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ABSTRACT
Aiuruetê is a high-quality concatenative TTS system for
Brazilian Portuguese. Its name (pronounced [!"#$%#&'(&])
illustrates the challenges we have fixed as a research
paradigm: to feed the system with the specificities of our
language, highlighted by an up-to-date discussion of the
Phonology/Phonetics and prosody/segments interfaces,
without a huge computational cost. The choice for the
concatenative method of synthesis was determined by a
trade-off between scientific (the desired human-like
naturalness of the acoustic output) and practical (mainly
reduced staff and tight schedule) constraints. Procedural
and declarative modules are described here: the ortofon,
the unit inventory, the rhythm model and the synthesis
techniques. Aiuruetê is still being evaluated, but when
compared to the previous system, adopted by the
national telephony company, its superior quality is
apparent.

1. INTRODUCTION
This work summarizes the results of five years of joint
efforts from linguists and engineers in order to build a
high-quality concatenative TTS system for Brazilian
Portuguese (henceforth BP) which we have coined after
the Tupi-Guarani name of the most talkative of the
Psittacidae: aiuruetê (true parrot, species Amazona
æstiva).
Since 1994, these two groups of speech scientists,
linguists from the Laboratório de Fonética Acústica e
Psicolingüística Experimental (LAFAPE) and engineers
from the Laboratório de Processamento Digital da Fala
(LPDF), both institutions of a public university, have
faced and overcome different kinds of academic and
financial obstacles to pursue the goal of building a highquality concatenative TTS system that aims at preserving
the main specificities of Brazilian-spoken Portuguese.
From the very beginning, technology was never an end
in itself, but a by-product of decisions taken from our
linguistic and engineering insights.
The choice for the synthesis method was guided by
an engineering goal: to build a natural speech synthesis
system without a high computational cost. The condition
of great naturalness and our tight schedule have excluded
a synthesis-by-rule method from the very beginning. To
invest in articulatory synthesis would be a very costly
choice considering
our limited resources. The

concatenative method has naturally emerged from these
considerations.
The grapheme-to-phone converter (henceforth
Ortofon), the unit inventory and the rhythm model have
inherited most of their high-quality features from
discussions concerning the Phonetics-Phonology
interface and the prosody-segments interaction, both in
the light of a dynamical-system perspective (cf.
Browman and Goldstein’s Articulatory Phonology [7][8]
and Port’s Temporal Phonology [19]). Before setting the
system into operation, it is possible to select one from
two pitch-synchronous synthesis techniques: TD-PSOLA
or the hybrid model.
All modules and interfaces, mostly implemented in
C++, form a classical concatenative TTS system layout
which was installed in a PC with a friendly DELPHI
interface for the user [21]. All modules were
independently developed by different research teams.

2. THE ORTOFON
Due to research convenience, the Ortofon was separated
into two parts: the preprocessor and the grapheme-tophone converter itself. The preprocessor transduces
grapheme to grapheme by treating classical problems
associated with the pronunciation of abbreviations,
numbers, special symbols and acronyms. The second
part reads the previous output and transduces the
grapheme set to the phoneme-like notation of BP sounds
[3].
Our notation explores the ASCII table of characters
(for ease of implementation among the different
modules) and differentiates reduced (and reduceable)
from plain phones. It is important to stress that this
notation does not represent allophonic variation that is
intrinsic to the concatenative units (for instance, the
affrication of [(] before [)] and [*] is present within the
“ti” unit and does not need to be redundantly indicated in
the notation). Reduced and reduceable forms were
represented in capital letters, and plain forms in
minuscules: in the word “casa” (house), for instance, our
phonic notation transcribes it
[kazA], which is
equivalent to the IPA transcription ['+!,-]. Sequences of
up to two characters may stand for one sound. In this
regard, we can highlight the use of the character “h” for
marking greater vowel aperture (e.g. [eh] corresponds to
[.]) and for representing some IPA consonantal sounds
as [/],[0],[1] and [2] (respectively equivalents to [sh],
[zh], [lh] and [nh]). In BP, there are only four consonants
that can occupy the coda position: /3/, /4/, /5/ and the

It is important to note that before retrieving the tobe-concatenated units in the inventory, an algorithm,
developed by Simões [21], reads the ortofon output and
determines the correct concatenative polyphone
structure. This is necessary because we have units of
different sizes: from two to five segment sequences. For
instance, to synthesize the sentence “O canto da arara”
(The macaw’s singing), the ordered polyphones [_O, Ok,
kA, aNt, tO, Od, dA, Aa, aRa, aRA, A_] are the correct
choices for retrieval at the inventory. Note particularly
the sequence [kA, aNt]. In the case of [aN], the reduced
oral /a/, [A], is used to concatenate with the VNC next
sequence [aNt] as a consequence of the demisyllabic
analysis and the nasality specificities of BP.
In BP, tautosyllabic VC segment sequences are
strongly coarticulated with fast formant transitions,
frequently without a clear steady state. Nasalized vowels
and rhymes ending with /s/ illustrate these facts [2].
The VN sequence is phonetically triphasic [22]. It
begins with an oral, reduced version of the phonological
vowel, turns into a fully nasalized vowel and ends with a
nasal murmur of reduced amplitude.
Coda /s/ are weak and tightly coproduced with the
previous vowel. Sometimes this vowel has no steady
state or can exhibit the phenomenon of iotization [1] (["]
epenthesis between the vowel and the alveolar fricative).
Diphthongs, which are usually offgliding in BP,
were preserved by setting the left boundary at the
transition between the previous segment and the next
vowel, and the right boundary at the transition between
the semivowel and the next segment. Sequences of two
or three vowels also constitute a large set of units.
The complex nature of these examples indicates that
diphones are not the best choice for BP. Instead, a
demisyllabic analysis [12] was adopted to split typical
CVC sequences into a very short CV unit (preserving the
sole transition) and a larger rhyme (VC) unit. In this kind
of analysis, the cutting points which define the
concatenative unit boundaries are set at the vicinity of
the so-called P-center [17].

archiphoneme /N/. They are all realized as reduced forms
and then signalled in our notation by a capital letter: [S],
[R], [L] and [N]. The liquids are also reduced after
plosives and [f]/[v] within onset clusters.
BP vowel nasalization deserves some clarification.
It is phonologically characterized by a vowel followed
by the nasal archiphoneme /N/ (whose point of
articulation is traditionally assimilated to the next
consonant, if present). We decided to maintain this
convention even if the phonetic reality is more complex
(cf. next section). In fact, this decision has allowed
phonetically transparent concatenation rules as far as
nasalized vowels are concerned (cf. section 5).
This module works with less than 4% of errors,
tested on databases of Brazilian newspapers, even
without a complete parsing operation. The parser is
being studied and implemented in Prolog by our team of
psycholinguists, headed by Françozo [20]. This team
needs to solve some tricky problems as the vowel
aperture distinction in the pair “sede” (/3&6&/, thirst) vs
“sede” (/3.6&/, establishment). In this regard, the ortofon
is already able to treat the most frequent cases of verb vs
adjective pair (e.g. “seca” /3.+!/ - (he/she) dries - vs
“seca” /3&+!/ - dried, feminine) distinctions by including
simple statistics-based syntactic analyses. In the next
lines, some samples of input/output examples of this
module are shown.
input: “Eu seco o carro que não está seco.” (I have
wiped the car which had got wet.).
output: [eU sehkO O karO ke naNU eSta sekO]
input: “O canto é um belo exercício.” (Singing is a
wonderful exercise.)
output: [O kaNtO eh uN behlO ezeRsisIO]
input: “O enxame de abelhas feriu o rapaz.” (The
swarm of bees stung the young man.)
output: [O eNshamE dE abelhAS feRiU O rapaS]

3. THE UNIT INVENTORY

4. THE PROSODY MODULE

The polyphone database has circa 2,500 units, from
demisyllables to five-segment sequences. The
phonotactly most common within-word phone sequences
were embedded within non-sense words and the
sequences naturally pronounced across word boundaries
were embedded in two-word sequences. In both cases,
non-sense and real words were inserted in carrier
sentences. Our speaker was selected from a group of
possible candidates according to some criteria as good
distinction between vowels pairs, capacity of perfectly
executing the control instructions, a modal voice quality,
among others. At the time of recording, he was about 35
years old. He is natural of Recife, capital of the State of
Pernambuco, in Northeast Brazil.

Research on intonation is in progress [14][16] and has
pointed out some specificities of BP f0 patterns. It is
unlikely that f0 rising can be triggered by post-stressed
syllables. Instead, they function as a medium where f0
rising/levelling-off and rising/falling movements,
triggered by lexically stressed syllables, can unfold [15].
For oxytons, this movement extends to the first prestressed syllable after the phrase boundary. But for the
moment, as a default, f0 contours are considered to be
simple declarative declination lines.
Another work, this one on rhythm, has in fact
confirmed the limits of BP phrase stress domain by
showing that stress degree extends to post-stressed
syllables and includes at least one onset consonant after
the phrase boundary [6]. This work is based on the
assumption that the speech chain is twofold: a
continuous vowel flow (probably represented by the
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alternate movement of jaw openings and closings) on
which consonant gestures are superimposed [11][18].
This means that the minimal unit of rhythmic
organization (the so-called rhythmic programming unit,
henceforth RPU) has the syllable size. Elsewhere we
have shown that BP needs two RPUs to charaterize its
duration patterns: the syllable and the inter-p-center
group (IPCG) [5].
Marcus and colleagues [17] have coined the term Pcenter for designating acoustic anchor points in the
speech signal which are used by listeners to perceive
sequences of syllables as occurring isochronously. More
ecological data [13] have confirmed Marcus’s intuitions
about the P-center location: the vowel onset. It seems to
us that P-centers would delimitate the minimal RPU for
the phonetic implementation of rhythm. Port and
colleagues’ experiments confirm this assumption by
choosing vowel onsets as rhythmic beats in their speech
cycling task [19].
These assumptions form the basis of a two-stage
model of segmental duration assignment. In the first
stage, a neural network automatically generates z-score
values characterizing syllable and IPCG lengthening (or
shortening) from a rich prosodic phonetic description at
the input. This input is constituted by the ortofon output
enriched by additional information as the number of
vowels in the sentence, the clitic words and the phrasal
stresses, whose placement follows eurhythmic
constraints. In the next stage, a statistical procedure
shares the syllable-size duration amount among the
segments, based on their respective statistical mean and
standard-deviation durations [4]. These segmental
durations are used by both synthesis techniques to
generate sound.

6. CONCLUSION
Comparing the TTS synthesis system adopted by
Telebrás (National Telephony Company) [10], which has
a 1200-polyphone database, with Aiuruetê, the
preference for our system is apparent (both systems
using the TD-PSOLA technique).
Some samples of synthesized sentences will be
presented during the Conference, including the
presentation sentence, “Meu nome é Aiuruetê” (My
name is Aiuruetê), which has a very complex word to
pronounce due to its diphthong/hiatus/tap/hiatus
sequence: [!"#$%#&'(&].
We have shown that with reduced financial and
human resources it is possible to build a high-quality
TTS synthesis system. This quality would be impossible
without basic research on BP linguistic specificities
carried out under a dynamical segmental and prosodic
phonological/phonetic perspective.
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